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THE OBSERVED POSTGLACIAL 
RECOVERY OF QUÉBEC AND 
NOUVEAU-QUÉBEC SINCE 12,000 BP 

J. T. ANDREWS and K. TYLER, Institute of Arct ic and Alpine Research, Department of the Geological Scien
ces, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT Radiocarbon dated relative 
sea levels, the tilts of proglacial lake 
shorelines and raised marine shorelines, 
the directions of the tilt of these fea
tures, and postglacial delevelling are 
used to construct six isobase maps 
showing relative sea level movements 
over the last 12,000, 10,000, 8000, 4000, 
and 2000 years, No map has more than 
30 control points and usually there are 
only 12 "good" points controlling the 
isobase patterns. Each map shows the 
relationship of the isobases to the cur
rent ice sheet extent. Along the southern 
margin of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, the 
maximum postglacial emergence has 
been quite uniform with the 240 to 200 m 
isobase always close to the ice margin. 
Along the northeastern margin of the 
ice sheet, the postglacial emergence 
at the retreating ice edge was closer 
to 100 m. Equidistant diagrams are 
drawn along planes southeast from 
southern Hudson Bay and eastward 
from Southampton Island. If these 
diagrams are compared on a Shoreline 
Relation Diagram, the two profiles 
appear similar and compare moderately 
well with a theoretical SR Diagram 
published in 1969. The isobases show 
a major uplift center located around 
the area of James Bay and southern 
Hudson Bay where a maximum emer
gence of nearly 300 m occured in the 
last 7500 years. High marine limits south
west of Ungava Bay need to be dated 
because if they date close to 8000 BP 
as we suggest, then more emergence is 
suggested for the region southwest of 
Ungava Bay than we currently allow for. 

RÉSUMÉ Le relèvement postglaciaire 
observé au Québec depuis 12 000 ans. 
Pour dresser six cartes isobases du ni
veau marin relatif vers 12 000, 10 000, 
8 000, 6000 4000 et 2000 BP, nous nous 
sommes servis de niveaux marins rela
tifs datés au 14C, de la valeur du relè
vement de littoraux marins soulevés et 
de lignes de rivages d'anciens lacs pro
glaciaires, du sens de l'inflexion de ces 
littoraux ainsi que des courbes de  déni
vellation post-glaciaire. Aucune carte ne 
contient plus de 30 points de contrôle 
et la configuration des isobases ne repo
se bien souvent que sur 12 points  vali
des. Le long de la limite méridionale 
de l'inlandsis laurentidien, le soulève
ment post-glaciaire maximal a été  sen
siblement uniforme, l'isobase de 240 à 
200 m étant toujours resté proche de la 
bordure glaciaire. Le long de la limite 
nord-orientale de l'inlandsis, le soulève
ment post-glaciaire le long du front en 
retrait était proche de 100 m. Des dia
grammes équidistants ont été tracés en 
direction du SE à partir du S de la baie 
d'Hudson et vers l'E à partir de  l'île 
Southampton. Si l'on compare ces dia
grammes au diagramme des relations 
entre littoraux (Shoreline Relation), les 
deux profils semblent similaires et  coïn
cident assez bien avec un diagramme 
théorique des relations entre littoraux 
publié en 1969. Les isobases indiquent 
un centre de relèvement principal aux 
environs de la baie de James et du S de 
la baie d'Hudson où une emersion maxi
male de près de 300 m s'est produite 
durant les 7500 dernières années. Il 
serait utile de dater les limites marines 
du SO de la baie d'Ungava pour  véri
fier si elles remontent à près de 8000 BP, 
comme nous le pensons. Un tel âge 
impliquerait une emersion de cette ré
gion supérieure à celle admise jusqu'ici 
et, par conséquent, une couche de glace 
plus épaisse. 

PE3IOME HAB/llOflEHMH HAfl nOC/lE-/ lEf lHM-
KOBblM BOCCTAHOB/1EHHEM CPEflbl B KBE-
BEKE H HOBOM KBE6EKE 3A nOC/lEf lHUE 12 
TbICPlM J IET  PaatioyniepoaHbiM  MOTOAOM  6bina 
npon3BejjeHa jiaTMpoBKa n3MeHeHnfl ypoBHR  MOPR, 
HSKJiOHa 6eperoBbix numafl aaopeHHoro oaepa n 
npunojiHHToro MopcKoro oepera, a îatotte H Hanpa-
BJieHaie aioro HaK/ioHa nonyMOHHbie jnaHHbie Baae-
cTe c coôpaHHbiMM cBejieHHflMH o noc/ie-fieaHaiK.OBOM 
n3NieHeHnn ypoBHR aeMHOiâ noBepxHOCTW, Aa/iat 
B03MOWHOCTb COCTaBHTb KaPTbl H306a3. OHH JiarOT 
npeacTSBJieHaie o TOM,  KaK MeHnncn yposeHb  MOPR 
aa nocnejiHMe  12, 10, 8, 4, M 2 TWCRMM ner HM 

ojiHa n3 KapT He octaoBaHa Ha oo/iee.  MOM 30 KOH-
TpO/lbHblX nyMKTaX M3 KOTOPblX OÔbIMHO TOJlbKO 12 
nyHKTOB MOaXHO Ha3BaTb «HariewHblMal» H Ha KOTO-
pbie B nepeyro OMepejlb n onnparOTCR Bce n3o6a3bi. 
Ha KaiKAon Kapie yxaaaHO Taxme KaK aanexo npo-
JlBUHynuCb B TO BpeMH nejlHHKM BjjOnb lOWHoro 
Kpan /laBpeHTuacKoro jlejiHaiKOBoro noKpoBa, 
MaKctaMa/ibHoe nocjie-JiejiHMKOBoe noflHRTHe cyujn 
(3MepreHC) Hocnno Becbaaa oflHoo6pa3HM» xapaK
Tep. noaTOMy, H3O0a3a paBHan OT 240 ao 200  MOT-
POB. Bcerjia npoxojjMT B6nn3n OT xpan nejjHHxa 
Bjjonb me ceBepoBOCTOMHOro xpan nenHUKOBoro 
noxpoBa. nocne- nejiHMKOBoe noAHRTwe cyujn Bjionb 
xpan OTCTynax>mero nejaHnxa cocraenRno  npai-
MepHo 100 MBTpoB. 3KBnjjncraHTMbie JinarpaMMbi 
6binn cocraBneHbi juin MecTHocna nematuen K toro-
BOCTOKy OT rOMHOR MaCTVI ryfl30HOBa 3anHBa M K 
BOCTOKy OT ocTpoBa CayoteMn-roH Ecnn cpaBHuTb 
3TH zinarpaMMbi c jiMarpaMMon yKasMBaxxuen Ha 
saBucuMOCTb ôeperoBof*  HMHHH OT COCTORHHB  nejiHH-
KOB, TO OOa npottHnR BbirnRART COXJJHblMH H JH> 
BOJibHO TOHHO cooTBeTCTByrOT Tofl jiHarpaMMe oepe-
roBofi Human, KoiopaR 6bma pa3pa6oTaHa  TBOPMTM-
MecxMM nyreia M onyonMKOBaHa B 1969 roay. M30-
6a3bi noKaabiBaxjT, MTO  UOHTP  Han6onbiuero  nojj-
HRTMR cyujH pacnonoweH B pattoHe oyxTw ArxeftM-
ca H KjMHOiâ Mac™ ryjiaoHOBa 3annBa. B  3TOM  paRo-
He nOjOHRTVie cyujn aocTurno 300 MeTpoB 3a nocneja-
Hate 7 500 f ier 3HaMnîenbHoe noflHRivie oepera 
B toro-3anajiHOH Mac™ oyxTbi Ym-aBa MMeno  MBCTO, 
xax M U CHMTaeiu, oxono 8 000 neT TOMy Ha3aji. Mw 
npejjnonaraeaa. no3TOMy, MTO nojlHflTMe CyujM K 
K>ro-3anaay OT oyxibi ynraBa 6bino Conee 3Ha-
MMTOnbHUM, Ment M U 3TO jionycxaeM B HacTORujee 
BpeMR. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The area of Québec and Nouveau-Québec has a long 
history of research into postglacial recovery; indeed, 
some of the earliest maps showing the pattern of post
glacial recovery apply directly to our area of interest. 
The earliest synthesis that we are aware of is the map 
in DeGEER (1892), and other early works include marine 
limit contour maps produced by FAIRCHILD (1918) and 
DALY (1934) (for a comparison of these maps, see 
ANDREWS, 1973). However, these and later studies 
(FARRAND and GAJDA, 1962; BIRD, 1967; ANDREWS, 
1970) frequently emphasized the pattern of the meta
chronous marine limit, which is markedly time-trans-
gressive over our region (its formation dates between 
about 14,000 BP in parts of the Maritimes to 7500 BP 
along parts of the coast of east Hudson Bay). Although 
most of the postglacial movements of the last 13,000 BP 
have resulted in a positive movement of the land 
surface and most coasts have been dominated by 
emergence nevertheless, toward the southeast of the 
Laurentide Ice Sheet, significant postglacial sub
mergence has occurred — in other areas there has been 
a relative sea level stability for an appreciable length 
of time. ELSON (1969) provided an earlier summary on 
our area with a stress on postglacial emergence curves. 

Although local isobases on postglacial recovery have 
been constructed for both marine and proglacial lake 
shorelines over locally restricted areas (LOKEN, 1962; 
McDONALD, 1968; SKINNER, 1974; and see ANDREWS 
and BARNETT, 1972 for review), regional patterns of 
the amount of synchronous postglacial recovery for 
the study area are the product of the last few years 
(ANDREWS, 1970; WALCOTT, 1972a). In the first 
reference, the pattern of postglacial uplift for various 
time periods was attempted by fitting rebound curves 
to a simple exponential equation, which was then used 
to predict uplift at other sites where only the elevation 
of the marine limit and date of déglaciation were 
available. Later, WALCOTT (1972a) produced 14C con
trolled maps of postglacial emergence for northern 
North America. Both these maps and those of Andrews 
had « 12 control points over the Québec, Nouveau-
Québec, Labrador, and Maritimes region — a rather 
sparse degree of control! 

More recently, however, specifically because of the 
significant accumulation of 14C date sites, it is feasible 
to try and reconstruct the time-history of postglacial 
recovery using these dates for control. The first regional 
detailed study that attempted this approach on a suit
able scale was that of DYKE (1974) for the area of 
the northeastern margin of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. 
His study area consisted of Baffin Island and Foxe 
Basin merging on Southampton Island. Our study area 
overlaps slightly with Dyke's in the north. 

Importance of Observed Rebound Compilations 

With the new generation of computers and with new 
approaches to geophysical modelling (FARRELL and 
CLARK, 1976; PELTIER, 1976), there is a growing need 
for good regional compilations of the changes in 
relative sea level through time. WALCOTT (1972a, 
1972b) has repeatedly stressed how invaluable such 
data are to an understanding of the viscoelastic 
properties of the earth's mantle. Only a few years ago, 
many assumed that there was some «true» eustatic 
sea level that existed «somewhere» along a stable 
coast. However, the principle of the conservation of 
mass suggests that every point on the globe will be 
affected to a greater or lesser degree by the processes 
of ice sheet loading and unloading, and the opposite 
effects of ocean unloading and loading. Superimposed 
upon the elastic and viscous responses of the earth 
to changes in surface loads is the gravitational attrac
tion of the geopotential surface by the load itself. 
CLARK (1976) has recently suggested that this effect 
could account for a significant fraction of the observed 
emergence in West Greenland. Interestingly, this ex
planation was offered in the late 19th century (WOOD
WARD, 1888), but has since been ignored. MÔRNER 
(1976) has also stressed the «rough» nature of the 
geoid surface and suggested that migrations of these 
anomalies can cause regional variations in sea level 
history. At the present moment in the interchange be
tween the Quaternary scientist and the geophysist, the 
relative sea level movements that we can measure and 
date are being used to «tune» the models (PELTIER 
and ANDREWS, 1976; ANDREWS and PELTIER, 1976) 
so as to derive at a satisfactory solution for the nature 
of the earth's viscosity structure (CATHLES, 1975) 
(Fig. 1). However, the really exciting prospect for both 
sides of this interchange is the prospect of the inverse 
model (Fig. 1) in which the relative sea level history 
over the last 10 3  to 10 4  years is used to reconstruct 
the ice load history (PELTIER, 1976; CLARK, in press). 
This procedure is of great significance in understand
ing the late Quaternary glacial history, primarily because 
it enables us to arrive at some solution for what was 
happening to the ice in the interior of the ice sheets. 
With the current interest in the collapse of large ice 
sheets (ANDREWS and FALCONER, 1969; ANDREWS 
and PELTIER, 1976; HUGHES, 1975), we can only ap
proach a solution through an initial educated guess and 
by reiteration of the ice load model to fit the observed 
relative sea level history (PELTIER and ANDREWS, 
1976; ANDREWS and PELTIER, 1976). 

Our paper thus has the following aims: (1) to pro
duce a series of maps showing relative sea level 
changes for a number of specific periods using all 
available radiocarbon dates known to us (data in the 
papers in this volume thus may change some of our 
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SEA LEVEL 
MODEL 

INVERSE 
MODEL 

0 =  DESIRED SOLUTION 
^7= FIELD DATA 
• =  MODEL 

FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram showing the interrelationships 
between field studies, models and two of the solutions that can 
be arrived at from a study of this sort (from J. A. Clark). 

Diagramme schématique montrant les rapports entre les 
études sur le terrain, les modèles et deux des solutions  pou
vant découler d'une étude de ce genre (d'après J. A. Clark). 

conclusions), (2) to comment on these maps and on the 
graphs derived from them, and (3) to outline those 
areas where more dates and sea level control are 
required. 

THE DATA 

Two primary data bases were used in order to try 
and include all available radiocarbon dates. The first 
was a specific data bank at the University of Colorado 
which was designed to include material on the post
glacial sea level changes for northern North America. 
The bank is updated every two years and includes 
about 1400 dates described by 16 descriptors. The bank 
was last updated in 1975. For our study we requested 
all radiocarbon dates between latitudes 44° and 62 N 
and longitudes 55° and 86°W. The bank uses a system 
called TAXIR and further details are in DYKE (1974) 
and BRILL (1971). This query resulted in a listing of 
250 dates along with the elevation of the collection, 
inferred relative sea level, and a judgment on the 
reliability of the date as it applied to the relative sea 
level. 

In addition to our own data bank, we also requested 
a. printout of all radiocarbon dates between the above 
coordinates from Radiocarbon Dates, Inc. This list 
included all 14C dates that have been published in 
Radiocarbon up to the end of 1974. Cross-referencing 
the two lists led to a final list, which was then added to 
and enlarged by recent publications (LOWDEN and 
BLAKE, 1974, 1976; SKINNER, 1974; RICHARD, 1975). 

In addition to individual radiocarbon dates which 
describe a relative sea level at some instance of time, 
there are two other important resources available to us 

for constructing the isobase maps, namely: 1) post
glacial emergence and submergence curves that have 
been constructed within our study area (Fig. 2), and 
which thus provide a continuous trace of relative sea 
level movements; 2) the directions of the tilting of lake 
or marine shorelines which provide guidelines to the 
direction of the isobases, frequently in areas where 
there are very few 14C control points (such as northern
most Labrador), and of course especially for areas 
above the marine limit where we have virtually no other 
type of control. Fortunately, Labrador-Ungava was char
acterized by the extensive development of large pro-
glacial lakes (IVES, 1960; BARNETT and PETERSON, 
1964), and the same applies to other parts of the study 
region (McDONALD, 1968; HUGHES, 1965). 

We have screened the dates and elevations by a 
continuous process of evaluation. We have arrived at 
no subtle or sophisticated methods to do this and 
have rather relied on our own judgment and especially 
on the rather subjective assessment as to whether a 
dated sea level made «sense.» Underlying this process 
of evaluation is the truism (or assumption?) that glacio-
isostatic response to ice unloading acts as a broad 
filter, removing much of the local «noise» of the final 
patterns of déglaciation and preserving the broader 
dimensions of the ice sheet during the earlier phase 
when the geometry of the ice mass was simpler. This 
simplification is due to the lithosphère which tends to 
act as a spatial filter removing perturbations with 
wave lengths of 100 km or less. Accordingly, we feel 
justified in assuming that the isobases of relative sea 
level changes over the last 13,000 years will be smooth
ly curved. In addition, the involvement of two people 
in the compilation did serve to modify personal biases 
that could be checked against one form of evidence 
or another. 

DEGLACIAL HISTORY 

Since the theme of this volume is the late Quaternary 
history of the area, we do not need to describe in any 
detail the complexities of déglaciation (see other papers 
in this volume). Rather, we will simply list what we 
consider to have been some of the critical events and 
processes: 

1. Simulation of an ice load history involving the 
collapse of the Hudson Bay ice dome between 12,000 
and 10,000 BP with the final clearance by 8000 BP has 
resulted in good agreement between the observed post
glacial emergence and that predicted from an earth 
model with a viscosity of 10 22  poises (ANDREWS and 
PELTIER, 1976; PELTIER and ANDREWS, 1976). 

2. The concept of «calving bays» was stressed in 
Scandinavia by HOPPE (1967) and these ideas were 
applied to the déglaciation of Hudson Bay (ANDREWS 
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FIGURE 2. Location of sites 
of emergence curves, direc
tions of post-glacial warping, 
and profiles normal to the local 
isobases (Fig. 9-10). 1) BIRD, 
1967, 1969; 2) MATTHEWS, 
1967; 3) ANDREWS and FAL
CONER, 1969; 4) WEBBER ef 
al., 1970; 5) LEE, 1962; 6) 
SKINNER, 1974; 7) LEWIS, 
1970; 8) KENNY, 1964; 9) EL
SON, 1969; 10) ELSON, 1969; 
11) KENNY, 1964; 12) STUIVER 
and BORNS, 1975; 13) GRANT, 
1970; 14) GRANT, 1972; 15) 
FITZHUGH, 1972; 16) FITZ
HUGH, 1973; also FARRAND, 
1962. 

Localisation des sites de réfé
rence des courbes d'émersion ; 
sens des gauchissements post
glaciaires et profils perpendi
culaires aux isobases locales 
(fig. 9-10). 

and FALCONER, 1969) and Foxe Basin (ANDREWS, 
1970b). This concept has also been applied to the south
ern margin of the ice sheet in a paper in this volume 
(BORNS and HUGHES, 1977). Rapid déglaciation of the 
margins is possible under these conditions. 

3. The pattern of déglaciation of the northern Torngat 
Mountains to central Labrador has been outlined by 
IVES (1960) and has not changed appreciably in detail. 
Radiocarbon dates on lakes related to the Naskaupee 
Glacial Lakes (IVES, 1960; BARNETT and PETERSON, 
1964) bracket these waterplanes between 8700 and 
6800 BP (from Short, unpubl. in IVES ef al., 1976). On 
presently available evidence, the margin of the late 
Wisconsin ice sheet may be delimited by the Kanga-
laksiovik Moraines in the Torngat Mountains (L0KEN, 
1964; FALCONER ef al., 1965). 

4. With the déglaciation of the St. Lawrence Valley, 
probably involving a relatively long and complex re
sponse over about 1000 years between 12,800 and 
11,700 BP (RICHARD, 1975; LASALLE and ELSON, 
1975), and the collapse of the Hudson Bay center, the 
Laurentide Ice Sheet was centered over Labrador 
(IVES, 1960). A final date for the disappearance of the 

ice in the vicinity of Schefferville is not known with 
any certainty (BRYSON ef al., 1969; PREST, 1969; 
MORRISON, 1969), but probably occurred close to 
6000 BP. 

5. The shifting of the ice center sometime after 12,000 
BP from over Hudson Bay to central Labrador has been 
looked for in the postglacial rebound data (ANDREWS 
and BARNETT, 1973), but no firm evidence is available. 
The direction of strandline tilts may be explained by 
the geometry of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (SUGDEN, 
1977; PATERSON, 1972), which has a broad ridge 
extending from Hudson Bay southeast toward New
foundland. However, as I suggested at this meeting, 
there may be the first glimmerings of evidence to  indi
cate that the Laurentide Ice Sheet was rather stable 
along its Labrador margin, possibly because of in
creased precipitation in the area associated with the 
break-up of the permanent pack or ice shelf over the 
Labrador Sea. 

6. The work of Grant and Prest (GRANT, 1972; 1975; 
PREST, 1973) indicates that the Maritime area was 
strongly influenced by a series of local ice caps. Such 
local ice sheets might be detected on the basis of 
postglacial rebound, particularly through the use of the 
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inverse model (PELTIER, 1976). A preliminary study 
(ANDREWS and HARRISON, 1974) did in fact result in 
postglacial rebound being consistently over-predicted 
for this area thus suggesting less ice than would be 
assumed under a «normal» ice sheet profile. 

These then are some of the primary themes that 
influenced the various styles of déglaciation. Whether 
they are detectable in the postglacial rebound record 
remains to be seen. 

MAPS OF POSTGLACIAL RELATIVE SEA LEVEL 
CHANGES 

Figures 3 to 8 depict our best judgments on the 
amount and pattern of postglacial land movements in 
the study area. Although the greater part of these 
movements are related to glacioisostatic recovery, there 
may well be superimposed  long-  or short-term tectonic 
movements. Such an example would be the strong 
sinking in the vicinity of Lac St. Jean which has been 
interpreted as a collapsing forebulge, «partially de
coupled from its surroundings by major faults» (DUN
BAR and GARLAND, 1975, p. 711). 

RELATIVE SEA LEVEL MOVEMENT SINCE 12,000 BP 

For each map we have used dates that fall in a band 
±500 years on either side of the assigned age 1. This 
has little effect on the maps from 6000 BP and younger, 
but with the fast rates of recovery immediately after 
déglaciation, the radiocarbon error is very critical and 
can cause strong anomalies. This is quite obvious when 
it is realized that, during the initial postglacial recovery, 
falls in relative sea level amounted to between 3 and 
10 m+/100yr . 

The map at 12,000 BP is dominated by the infor
mation from the St. Lawrence Valley, the Ottawa Valley, 
and the Maritimes. Our searches indicated a total of 
24 dates may be used to define this waterplane, but 
of these dates only ten were judged excellent in their 
stratigraphie relationship to a former sea level. Post
glacial emergence has varied between 180 m to near sea 
level along the coast of Maine (STUIVER and BORNS, 
1975), and, if a tenuous link can be made between 
the outer coast of eastern Baffin Island and the outer 
islands of the Torngat Mountains, then relative sea 
level may have been below present. The same asso
ciation may have existed on the Continental Shelves 
southeast of Newfoundland and off the coast of Maine. 

1. The chronological scale is a 14C one. This implies: 1) pos
sible distorsions (atmospheric 14C variations  — various isotopic 
fractionation — Mangerud & Gulliksen's effect), for instance, 
between the 6 000 yr BP and 4 000 yr BP models  ; 2) the 
possibility of abnormal isolate 14C dates. 

RELATIVE SEA LEVEL MOVEMENT SINCE 10,000 BP 

By 10,000 BP ice unloading and margin retreat was 
affecting the southern part of the region but there 
are only a few dates at 10,000 BP on eastern Baffin 
Island and none as yet along the Labrador coast. Rela
tive sea level was below present in the southeast and 
inclined toward the northwest to a maximum recorded 
emergence of about 160 m. We were able to locate 
20 dates that bracketed the 10,000 BP waterplane, but 
of these only nine were judged to be of high quality. 
However, the basic pattern is clear and shows the iso
bases looping down toward the southeast and thus 
infer the maximum center for postglacial rebound to lie 
northwest in the vicinity of Hudson Bay. Although 
ANDREWS and PELTIER (1976) suggest that by this time 
the Hudson Bay ice center had collapsed and that 
the ice center now lay over central Labrador-Ungava, 
there is no evidence for this migration in the isobases. 

If analogies with eastern Baffin Island can be drawn, 
at least in the sense of developing the hypothesis, 
10,000 BP saw a significant marine transgression along 
the outer coast of northernmost Labrador. This trans
gression was primarily due to the worldwide rise of 
sea level onto a  still,  isostatically depressed coast. A 
first order model for the Baffin Island coast (ANDREWS, 
1975) nicely explains the distribution of 14C dated 
marine shorelines and it might apply to the Torngat 
Mountains (LOKEN, 1962). 

RELATIVE SEA LEVEL MOVEMENTS SINCE 8000 BP 

The map (Fig. 5) of relative sea level movements 
over the last 8000 years is an important one because, 
for the first time, we can gain some understanding of 
the spatial variations in emergence and submergence 
over a large part of the region, not just the southeast 
sector. Dramatic events characterize the period about 
8000 radiocarbon years ago (based on dates on marine 
shells). These have now been discussed by several 
workers (ANDREWS and FALCONER, 1969; FALCONER 
ef al., 1965; BLAKE, 1966; PREST, 1970; SKINNER, 
1974; ANDREWS and PELTIER, 1976). However, the 
rapid clearing of ice between Hudson Strait and James 
Bay about 8000 BP does mean that over this immense 
distance the marine limit is essentially isochronous. 
SKINNER (1974) has argued along similar lines and has 
reconstructed the emergence for the southern James 
Bay area. His map (SKINNER, 1974, p. 41) shows iso
bases curving around southern James Bay with a 
maximum emergence of 182 m and declining to around 
130 m over a distance of ca. 150 km. Along the north 
shore of the St. Lawrence River, considerable emer
gence is indicated by recent dates on marine shells; for 
example, GSC-1 809 from northwest of Sept lies 
(LOWDEN and BLAKE, 1975, p. 10) is dated at 7580 ± 70 
from an altitude of 72 m. 
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FIGURE 3. Ice margin and isobases for 12,000 BP. 

Limite glaciaire et isobases de  12  000 BP. 
FIGURE 4. Ice margin and isobases for 10,000 BP. 
Limite glaciaire et isobases de  10  000 BP. 

FIGURE 5. Ice margin and isobases for 8000 BP. 

Limite glaciaire et isobases de 8000 BP. 
FIGURE 6. Ice margin and isobases for 6000 BP. 

Limite glaciaire et isobases de 6000 BP. 
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FIGURE 7. Isobases for 4000 BP 

Isobases de 4000 BP. 

FIGURE 8. Isobases for 2000 BP. 

Isobases de 2000 BP. 

The Naskaupee Glacial Lakes (IVES, 1960; BARNETT 
and PETERSON, 1964; IVES ef a/., 1976) date close 
to 8000 BP. The deformation of the glacial lake shore
lines (Fig. 2), and the tilting of marine shorelines along 
the outer Labrador coast of approximately the same 
age (LOKEN's 1962 S-strandline), form important guide
lines to the pattern of the isobases in the north-central 
part of the region. In addition, the numerous 14C dates 
on shells from southern Baffin Island (BLAKE, 1966; 
MATTHEWS, 1967; DYKE, 1974) enable us for the first 
time in our sequences to extend the isobases from 
northern Labrador and Nouveau-Québec onto Baffin 
Island (Fig. 4 and 5). 

We have encountered problems in accomodating the 
significant rebound near the west end of Hamilton 
Inlet as implied by GSC-1 254 of 7490 ± 150, which is 
a «maximum for formation of the extensive terraces at 
60-80 m elevation...» (LOWDEN and BLAKE, 1975, 
p. 7). Additional control on the amount of emergence 
in the last 8000 years would be forthcoming if the 
ages of the marine limits within Ungava Bay were 
known. We have seen no dates on this area in the 
literature, but we strongly suspect that the marine limit 
will date very close to 8000 BP. On this assumption 
we have used the height of the marine limits in that 
region (PREST ef al., 1969) to guide the isobases. 
However, the suggested elevations of close to 180 m 

southwest of Ungava Bay (PREST ef al., 1969) do need 
to be verified although our construction can certainly 
include such amounts of emergence (Fig. 5). 

RELATIVE SEA LEVEL MOVEMENTS SINCE 6000 BP 

By 6000 BP Hudson Bay was completely deglaciated 
and most workers infer that residual, stagnant ice 
masses may have been in the final stages of disinte
gration in central Labrador (BRYSON ef al., 1969; 
PREST, 1969). Thus, by 6000 BP all the coastline of 
Québec and Nouveau-Québec was ice free, and, in 
addition, the ice sheet had now cleared from South
ampton Island (BIRD, 1970) and Foxe Basin (BLAKE, 
1966; ANDREWS, 1970b). Our present map (Fig. 6) is 
based on a total of 26 dates, of which seven were 
judged excellent. This figure can be compared with 
earlier reconstructions in WALCOTT (1972a) and AN
DREWS (1970). Some new important data are the 
observations and collections in Richmond Gulf by 
Haselton (in WALCOTT, 1972a) and by the date of 
6640 ± 180 (GSC-1928) from Sakami Lake (LOWDEN 
and BLAKE, 1973, p. 17) at an elevation of about 
185 m a.s.l. Figure 6 shows a broad dome of emergence 
concentric with southern Hudson Bay with amounts of 
150 m (?) or more. Nearly equal amounts of emergence 
have been recorded from Southampton Island for the 
same age (DYKE, 1974), whereas the well-dated emer-
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gence curve from the Ottawa Islands (ANDREWS and 
FALCONER, 1969) indicates that about 75 m of emer
gence occurred over the same time. This data causes 
the isobases to be concave into Hudson Strait and 
northern Hudson Bay, with an extensive ridge trending 
southeast toward Newfoundland. 

RELATIVE SEA LEVEL MOVEMENT SINCE 4000 BP 

This surface is defined by 22 dates, of which ten 
are judged to be of high quality. Dates from Cape 
Henrietta Marie (WEBBER ef al., 1970) and the islands 
near Great Whale River (WALCOTT and CRAIG, 1974) 
indicate that near the center of the postglacial rebound 
emergence of close to 100 m has occurred. The iso
bases mirror those of earlier maps. We have not been 
able to determine any specific movement of the 0 m 
isobase, although the regional control in the St. Law
rence Valley and the Maritimes is such that any mi
gration might not be detected by our methods. 

RELATIVE SEA LEVEL MOVEMENT SINCE 2000 BP 

The maximum emergence in the last 2000 years is 
close to 40 m and has been recorded from the north
western coast of James Bay (WEBBER ef al., 1970). 
Many of the dates for this map, and that for 4000 BP, 
are based on dates on archaeological sites, and in 
northern areas these sites were occupied by the pre-
Dorset Eskimo and Dorset people, respectively (AN
DREWS, ef al., 1971). Sea level was below present 
across parts of the Maritimes and possibly at or slight
ly below present in those northern areas lying beyond 
the late Wisconsin glacier margin. 

EQUIDISTANT DIAGRAMS 

Equidistant diagrams for the glaciated tract of North 
America were first placed on a quantitative basis by 
FARRAND (1962), who constructed a series of uplift 
curves and then drew graphs showing the recovery 
of the crust along a north-south transect. Our approach 
is identical and similar to that of DONNER (1969) in a 
recent study of 14C recovery across Fenno-scandia. We 
present these graphs for three main reasons: (1) they 
allow a much easier visual appreciation of the pattern 
and amount of crustal movements since déglaciation 
than is obtained by viewing the six maps that we have 
constructed (Fig. 3-8) ;  (2) these diagrams enable us to 
ascertain if there are any marked anomalies in our 
maps; that is, we do not expect to see the isochronous 
surfaces sharply upwarping; and (3) we can use the 
diagrams to see if the concept of Shoreline Relation 
Diagrams (SR Diagrams) appear valid over these large 
distances. In passing we must note that DYKE's (1974) 
reconstructions across Baffin Island did in fact strongly 

suggest that the isochronous surfaces were not simple 
tilted or warped surfaces. 

RESULTS 

Diagrams have been drawn normal to the isobases 
along the projection planes illustrated on Figure 2. 
They were drawn radiating from the apparent center of 
rebound in southern Hudson Bay/James Bay, and 
another equidistant diagram was drawn from another 
center of recovery over Southampton Island eastward 
to the vicinity of the mouth of Hudson Strait. Figures 9 
and 10 illustrate the form of the reconstructed shore
lines taken directly from the maps. These equidistant 
diagrams show a broad updoming over southern 
Hudson Bay with the strandlines gently warped. 

Malara Abova 
Sao Laval 
2 6 0 , 

FIGURE 9. Equidistant diagram along the plane of Projection 
I of Figure 2. 

Diagramme equidistant du plan de la projection de la figure 2. 

Meters Above 
Sea 
I4C-1 

FIGURE 10. Equidistant diagram along the plane of Projec
tion IV of Figure 2. 

Diagramme equidistant du plan de la projection IV de la figure 
2. 
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SHORELINE RELATION DIAGRAM 

The use of this d iagram in North America has been 
discussed by ANDREWS (1969). The technique was 
developed in Fenno-scandia but has been cr i t ic ized. 
However, several papers (e.g. GEMMEL, 1973) have 
taken up this concept and appl ied it w i th some success 
to areas in Norway and Scot land. In our study we use 
the SR Diagram as a test of the hypothesis that the post
glacial recovery across the entire study area can be 
ascribed to the same processes act ing at proport ional
ly the same rates. By this we state that, if a long one of 
the prof i les of Figure 2, the postglacial emergence 
since 6000 BP is 10 m, and that s ince 8000 BP the 
emergence has been 30 m, then on the other profi les 
the same 10:30 ratio should apply. If th is is indeed the 
case, then the SR Diagram plots isochronous surfaces 
as straight, incl ined l ines (Fig. 11). If the hypothesis 
is not correct, then a s imple SR Diagram cannot be 
drawn. If th is is the case, then it is tel l ing us something 
about the varying forms of postglacial emergence 
curves across the Labrador, Nouveau-Québec, Québec 
and Marit imes area. We stress that some irregularit ies 
in our SR Diagrams are likely s imply because of the 
sparcity of contro l points. We use as the reference level 
the 2000 year old shorel ine wh ich has a total of 26 
dates, of wh ich 14 were judged to be of good quality 
in contro l l ing the isobases. The result ing SR Diagrams 
can be checked against the model or iginal ly establish
ed by ANDREWS (1969) based on an oversimpli f ied 
approx imat ion of postglacial uplift. 

Figure 11 shows the SR Diagram based on profi les I 
and IV (Fig. 2 and Fig. 9 and 10). In addi t ion, the ele
vations f rom ANDREWS'S 1969 d iagram are included. 
There is a moderate amount of agreement between all 
three reconstruct ions for 4000 and 8000 BP, but the 
6000 BP l ine f rom Profi le I is s l ightly higher than that 
f rom the Hudson Strait region. The l ines f rom the 

suggested model (ANDREWS, 1969) have appreciably 
steeper gradients, wh ich is in part an art i fact of the 
reconstruct ion and implies that the zero isobase is 
stationary. The theoretical 4000 BP l ine falls so close 
to that f rom both profi les I and IV that it has not been 
inc luded. The fact that some of the l ines on Figure 11 
are not perfectly straight can easily be explained by 
the margin of error in drawing isobases between widely 
scattered control points. This is i l lustrated by Figure 12, 
wh ich indicates the amount of movement of the iso
bases required in order to make the 6000 BP isobases 
be in accord wi th the SR Diagram f rom Profi le I. The 
only s igni f icant change required is to move the zero 
isobase at 6000 BP seaward by the amount indicated 

FIGURE 12. Sketch of the Hudson Strait area (Profile IV) 
showing the amount of change in the isobases required to 
make the 6000 BP isobases conform to those of Profile I 
(Fig. 9). The main change is in the zero isobase which is 
poorly controlled in Profile IV. 

Croquis de la région du détroit d'Hudson (profil IV) montrant 
les modifications nécessaires pour faire correspondre les iso
bases de 6000 BP à celles du profil I (fig. 9). La modification 
principale concerne Tisobase zéro, qui  n'est  pas contrôlée 
de manière satisfaisante sur le profil IV. 

220-1 

8O0O BP 

(4000BP) ProfileUT 
4000BP Profi lel 

• © Predicted Andrews 1969 

6000BP 

14000 BP) 
4000BP 

i— 
10 

-Zero isobase 

i 
20 

Reference Level 

1 1 1 
30 40 50 meters 

Sea Level Change Last 2000 Years 

FIGURE 11. Shoreline Rela
tion (SR) Diagram using the 
2000 BP emergence surface as 
the reference level. The dia
gram compares results from 
Figures 9 and 10, and com
pares them with the diagram in 
ANDREWS (1969). 

Diagramme des relations entre 
littoraux (Shoreline Relation) 
utilisant comme niveau de réfé
rence la surface d'émersion de 
2000 BP. Ce diagramme com
pare les résultats des figures 9 
et 10 entre eux, puis le résultat 
obtenu à ceux du diagramme 
d'AN DREWS (1969). 
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(Fig. 12). Note that the intersection of the 4000 and 
6000 BP lines on Figure 11 suggest submergence of 
sites lying beyond (to the left of) the intersect ion. 

In summary  then,  we admit to being surprised that 
the isobase maps, p lot ted solely on the basis of avail
able 14C dates, appear to support the broad concept 
that postglacial crustal recovery has been proport ional ly 
s imilar across this large area. Figure 11 suggests that 
w i th in reason the concepts discussed in ANDREWS 
(1969, 1970) can be used to provide ancil lary infor
mation on the ages of specif ic shorel ines where material 
for radiocarbon dat ing is missing or has not yet been 
found. The geophysical impl icat ions of this f igure are 
also interesting but we have no explanations to offer. 

CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTARY 

Figures 3 to 8 may serve their most useful funct ion 
as indicators of where future f ield research should be 
d i rected. The Labrador coast remains extremely poorly 
dated a l though th is is being slowly f i l led in as a result 
of archaeological interests (FITZHUGH, 1972, 1973, 
for example). An extremely cr i t ical area is the shores of 
Ungava Bay. We are not aware of any 14C dates on the 
marine overlap on either the eastern or southern shores. 
We wou ld hazard a predict ion that the marine l imit 
around the Bay wi l l tend to be essentially isochronous 
and date f rom sl ightly less than 8000 BP. The date on 
this marine incurs ion wil l also provide a max imum 
date on the age of the Naskaupee Glacial Lakes be
cause they wou ld drain as soon as the ice w i thdrew 
f rom the valley of the George River. 

Because of the size of the area and the absence of 
deeply interf ingering coastal embayments (apart f rom 
the St. Lawrence Valley), studies on the d i rect ion and 
amount of t i lt of glacial lake shorel ines should be 
actively pursued wi th in the region (see Fig. 2 for areas 
that have been studied). The t i lt of the lake shorel ines 
provides an important control on the t rend of the iso
bases, whereas the amount of t i l t ing can be used 
(FARRAND, 1962) to provide an estimate of the amount 
of postglacial recovery. The Equidistant d iagrams (Fig. 9 
and 10) indicate that the warping of the strandl ines is 
not extreme, and hence, if the locat ion of the zero iso
base can be f ound , then it is possible to get an approx
imate idea of the amount of postglacial uplift in the 
central parts of the Labrador-Ungava Peninsula. Es
t imates so derived for the Naskaupee Glacial Lakes give 
results of 200 and 175 m and thus are comparable 
w i th upl i f ts at the margin of the ice sheet as it retreated 
between 12,000 and 8000 years ago (Fig. 3-5 and Fig. 9). 

Figures 3-5 and Figure 9, as ment ioned above,  indi
cate that the crustal def lect ion at the ice margin varied 
f rom 240 to 180 m along the southern margin of the 

Laurentide Ice Sheet. These f igures have to be in
creased by 10 to 50 m to a l low for eustatic sea level 
variations since these t imes. However, the main point 
here is that these f igures are considerably higher than 
the marginal def lect ions observed a long the northeast
ern margin of the Laurent ide Ice Sheet where the 
maximum elevation of g lac iomar ine ice contact deltas 
is about 100 m. This indicates that the ice was consider
ably th inner in the area of Baffin Is land/Foxe Basin 
when compared to the St. Lawrence Val ley/southern 
Hudson Bay transect. 
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

L. HARDY: 

"Dans une publication récente concernant  l'île  de Baffin, vous 
avez démontré l'influence du taux de retrait de la marge 
glaciaire sur le relèvement post-glaciaire. Croyez-vous que 
cette relation taux de retrait - valeur du relèvement pouvait 
expliquer les variations de l'altitude de la limite marine dans 
certains secteurs du Québec?" 

J.T.ANDREWS: 

"The question is a good one. On this paper I have tried to 
present a synthesis of the field evidence; hopefully future 
modeling will aid in giving quantitative figures on the impor
tance of the rate of déglaciation on amount of uplift." 

G. SAMSON: 

"What is your interpretation of the early date of about 41,000 
BP from Iron Strand (Labrador) at a low elevation above sea 
level?" 

J.T.ANDREWS: 

"I think the date fits into the glacial-climatic-chronology model 
developed by several workers at the University of Colorado. 
In a general sense the report of ANDREWS ef al. (1972) in 
Quaternary Research still stands." 

(Please refer to the note of IVES in this volume.) 
(Veuillez consulter la note de IVES à la fin de ce volume.) 


